English poem recitation activity of class II was held on 14 May, 2018 in the School Auditorium. Children recited beautiful and meaningful poems and conveyed good messages. The best performers from each house are as follows:

**SHAKTI HOUSE**
1. SAANVI SINGH II A  
2. PARTH KHATRI II D  
3. YASHMIT GAUR II B

**JYOTI HOUSE**
1. YATHARTH SRIVASTAVA II A  
2. TANISHA GUPTA II C  
3. AARAV CHAUDHARY II A

**KIRTI HOUSE**
1. ATHARVA MITTAL II D  
2. DEYAAAN RAO II E  
3. TAUQUEER II C

**PREETI HOUSE**
1. RAJNANDINI GAUR II B  
2. ARANYA II D  
3. KUSHAGRA II A

**NITI HOUSE**
1. JIGYA II E  
2. ANHAD SINGH II D  
3. VEDANSH II D

**JAGRITI HOUSE**
1. TEEKESH KALRA II A  
2. ATHARV II C  
3. MISHTI CHANDNA II A